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Abstract. Printable electronics is an innovative area of technology with great commercial
potential. Here, a screen-printed functional ink, comprising a combination of semi-conductive
acicular particles, electrically insulating nanoparticles and a base polymer ink, is described that
exhibits pronounced pressure sensitive electrical properties for applications in sensing and touch
sensitive surfaces. The combination of these components in the as-printed ink affect a complex
structure and a large and reproducible touch pressure sensitive resistance range. In contrast to
some composite systems, the resistance changes occur down to applied pressures of 13 Pa.
Current-Voltage measurements at fixed pressures show monotonic non-linear behaviour, which
becomes more ohmic at higher pressures and in all cases shows some hysteresis. The physical
basis for conduction, particularly in the low pressure regime, can be described in terms of field
assisted quantum mechanical tunnelling.
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1. Introduction
Printable electronics is now an established area of technology with significant commercial potential in a
wide range of application sectors that includes photovoltaics, super-capacitors and RFID.1-3 The
development of technologies with electronic functionality that can be mass produced by printing
processes has the potential to provide technical benefits, including lighter weight components, and can
lead to significant cost benefits from the manufacturing process.
A wide range of materials and functionalities are currently under investigation for printable
manufacture, from simple electrically conductive tracks,4 to flexible FETs.5 An area of growing
applications importance is touch sensitive components and surfaces for switching and position sensing. In
its simplest form touch sensitivity requires some contact-sensitive switching capability. The addition of
pressure sensitivity adds a third dimension to conventional two-dimensional touch surface interfaces,
providing an additional input parameter based upon the applied force in addition to the surface location.
Functional force and location sensing touch pad technology based upon contact-resistance produced by
printing has been demonstrated elsewhere.6,7 However, this approach involved additional patterning,
through lithographic and printing methods, on top of a resistive layer or with the addition of features to
create regular structures that were needed to create the pressure and location sensing capacity.6,7 An
alternate approach is to develop an ink that is insulating when no pressure is applied, but has an intrinsic
pressure sensitive electrical response, allowing direct printing of pressure sensitive components without
the need for additional patterning and structures.
In bulk form pressure sensitive electrically conducting switching composites have been a focus of
research for over 50 years.8 The first conductive composites were composed of metal or other conductive
filler powders, such as nickel or carbon black, dispersed within insulating elastomers, such as rubber.9,10
The variation of conductivity behaviour of such composites with filler loading has been described using
percolation and effective medium theories, whereby the conductivity of the composite takes a value close
to that of the bulk insulating matrix at low filler loading, and rises dramatically at the percolation
threshold, a critical filler loading where direct electrical connections form between filler particles
throughout the insulating matrix.11 Such carbon black based conducting composites have been developed
as inks for pressure sensing.12 However, as the composite is loaded above the percolation threshold
printed films have a finite start resistance and exhibit an inverse relationship between the starting
resistance and pressure sensitivity of the resistive behaviour. Other research has shifted towards
composites with filler particles of varying geometries and a wider range of insulating matrices.13-15
For printing applications the challenge is to develop composite materials with appropriate pressure
sensitive electrical behaviour coupled with the structural requirements needed for preparation as inks that
can be printed using conventional print technologies. Such composite materials are not uncommon,
having been a focus or research for use as conductive tracks and electrodes, chemical sensors and thin
film transistors, and often comprise nanoscale conductive filler particles dispersed in a flowing
polymer.16-20 The progression to nanoscaled filler particles has enabled the use of ink-jet printing for
many of these composite materials; larger particles tend to clog the printer nozzles. This work presents a
description of the functional behaviour and physical structure of a new type of screen-printed composite
ink with electrical properties that are highly sensitive to applied force. Investigation of the I-V behaviour
at constant pressure provides some insight into the physical mechanisms that may be responsible for the
pressure sensitive electrical behaviour.
2. Ink Production and Experimental Procedure
2.1. Ink Electrical Test Devices
The pressure sensitive ink comprises a combination of acicular, wide band-gap semi-conductive
titanium dioxide needles (typically 3 µm x 100 nm) with a more electrically conductive antimony doped
tin oxide semi-conductive surface coating and approximately spherical, wide band-gap (essentially
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electrically insulating) titanium dioxide nanoparticles (typically with a diameter of ~200 nm), dispersed in
an electrically insulating flowing polymer ink, such as an epoxy or polyvinyl resin.21 The nanoparticles
have a surface coating of an organic dispersant, which aids dispersion in the polymeric base ink ensuring
a more uniform distribution between the acicular particles. The dispersant used is a typical, commercially
available surfactant, such as Triton X. The conductive acicular particles and insulating nanoparticles are
added to the polymer ink and are mixed until a homogeneous particulate suspension is obtained. Pressure
sensors are prepared by screen printing. The structure of the devices is described below. Following
printing, the ink is dried for 30 minutes at 90 °C, evaporating the solvents, which facilitates cross-linking
of the polymeric component of the ink.21
Electrical test device structures were produced by screen-printing successive layers of material onto
two flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates, using a manual load semi-automatic flat bed
screen print machine, capable of printing up to A3 sized images with a tolerance of one micrometre across
the thickness of a printed area. The lower element was fabricated by first printing a silver conducting
track and carbon contact pad on the PET followed by a layer of the pressure sensitive ink ~10 µm thick.
The upper element comprised a carbon contact pad and connecting conductive silver track printed on a
separate PET substrate. This was placed in registry with the lower element to form the test structure. Tests
structures were made 5 mm in diameter. Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic cross section of the multilayered
structure and figure 1 (b) shows a photograph of a test device.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic cross-section of printed structure for the pressure sensitive test device (not to
scale) and (b) Photograph showing top view of a printed test device. The force probe is applied to the
centre of the printed disk.
2.2. Structural Analysis
Structural analysis of the as-printed ink surfaces was undertaken with a Hitachi SU70 Analytical
Scanning Electron Microscope.
2.3. Mechanical Testing and Electrical Characterization Mechanical force tests
Test devices were subject to mechanical and electrical characterization in the form of experiments to
determine the sensitivity of the electrical resistance to compressive stress and current-voltage sweeps at
static compressions. These were performed using a Lloyd LRX test station using a Tricor Rubber Tip
Model 933A force probe, conforming to ASTM standard F1578, designed to replicate the response of
finger pressure. In addition to pressure sensitive resistance measurements, current-voltage (I-V)
measurements were made under constant load with a computer controlled Keithley 2420 sourcemeter and
a custom compression rig manufactured from a micrometer spindle mechanism. The voltage across the
sample was ramped up to 10 V in 0.1 V steps over 100 seconds and decreased to 0 V at the same rate. The
whole process was then repeated for 10 cycles. Sensors made without the novel ink (just carbon and
silver) were also tested to ensure an ohmic response to voltage under all compressions.
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3. Results and Discussion
The inks analyzed in this study were made with filler particle concentration and size to optimize
properties for touch and location sensing and the results presented here are typical of all samples used in
this research.
Both large area and detailed structure of the as-printed ink surface, observed by high-resolution
scanning electron microscope imaging, are shown in figure 2. The acicular filler particles are widely
dispersed across the surface, although they tend to form clusters comprising a few particles in many
places. The acicular particles are randomly oriented both on the surface and into the ink layer. This
structuring is important for the pressure sensitive conduction mechanisms. In contrast, the near spherical
nanoparticles are more uniformly dispersed. The spherical particles prevent the acicular particles aligning
and aggregating with one another into an ordered liquid crystal like structure. The spherical particles
probably also play a role in preventing preferential alignment of the acicular particles during screen
printing. Also of note are voids in the printed ink which contribute to the materials compressibility.

Figure 2. Scanning Electron Microscope images of pressure sensitive ink surfaces: (a) wide view of the
ink surface, showing clumps of acicular filler particles and approximately spherical particles dispersed
across the surface. Voids in the printed ink are seen across the entire surface. (b) High resolution image of
a clump of needles and approximately spherical particles. The approximately spherical particles have a
discontinuous surface coating, while the acicular particles are seen to have a rough, nodular surface.
The pressure sensitivity of the electrical resistance is shown as a function of compressive loading in
figure 3. Prior to contact with the force probe the resistance typically exceeds 10 MΩ and the resistance
exhibits a large reduction even in response to a force as low as 0.1 N. The high initial resistance indicates
that there is negligible intimate contact between the lower ink layer and the upper carbon contact until a
force is applied to the sensor. The first contact response of the ink to a very low force is observed to occur
when there is negligible compression. There is a significant increase in conductivity with less than 0.01 N
of force and contact is well established by 0.1 N. This is a consequence of contact established between the
upper carbon electrode and the upper surface of the ink principally with the acicular particles that do not
lie in the plane of the ink surface. This behaviour contrasts with other highly loaded composites that show
little resistive change in response to forces below 5 N.13,14,22 Typically, the resistance of the test devices
falls down towards 102 Ω with the application of 3 N of compressive force, a dynamic range highly
suitable for many potential applications. The rate at which the resistance changes with applied force
decreases as the force increases. Thus, while at negligible force the response is due to an increasingly
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intimate contact between the upper carbon and the lower ink, at higher force (>0.1 N) it is due to
compression of the ink and a consequent increase in conduction pathways through the ink. Figure 3 also
shows the behaviour before and after 1 million cycles of applied force of 10 N, indicating that the loading
response of the resistance of the ink is reproducible.

Figure 3. Example data showing the dependence of the electrical resistance on the applied force averaged
over five tests for the pressure sensitive ink before (circles) and after (squares) 1 million 10 N dynamic
force cycles.
In addition to the force dependence of the resistance, the I-V characteristics of the inks have been
subjected to investigation under constant pressure. Applied forces between 0.001 and 10 N were chosen.
Some creep behaviour was observable under constant loading with the resistance settling to a constant
value in circa ten minutes. Under ten I-V cycles the hysteresis behaviour shows some very subtle
variations in the first four or five cycles, but then settles to essentially reproducible behaviour. Examples
of the current-voltage behaviour obtained at relatively low and high compressions equating to initial
resistances of 52.4 kΩ and 340 Ω respectively are shown in figure 4 (a) and figure 4 (b). At low
compression the I-V characteristic is non-linear, with an increasing slope at higher voltages. In contrast at
high compression, when the resistance is much smaller, the I-V characteristic is largely linear. The I-V
data also reveals some hysteresis between the ramping up and ramping down of the voltage. This is
shown more clearly in figure 4 (c) where the resistance is slightly higher when the voltage is ramped
down. Under large compressions, the resistance is much lower and the I-V curve is closer to linear,
although a small quadratic component is still present. Hysteresis is also present at high compression, but
it is reversed at the highest compressions such that the resistance of the ink is slightly lower when the
voltage is ramped down, see figure 4 (d). A compression where no hysteresis occurs is therefore possible.
Hysteresis has also been observed in a QTC™ nickel-silicone composite, as discussed later.23
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Figure 4. Example of the I-V characteristics of the ink under (a) low and (b) high compression. (c) and (d)
respectively show the same I-V data from low and high compressions on an expanded scale to provide a
clearer view of the electrical hysteresis. Solid circles indicate data with increasing voltage and the open
squares represent data measured with decreasing voltage. Error bars representing the current measurement
errors are smaller than the data points.
In order to empirically monitor the change in the I-V behaviour as a function of force, the I-V data was
fitted crudely with a combination of linear and quadratic terms of electrical conductance, in accordance
with work on random resistor networks (RRN) by Gefen and Chakrabarty, see equation 1.24,25 This
phenomenological model, however, is not based upon any real physical mechanisms and does not provide
a detailed insight into electrical conduction processes which may be present in the ink.
𝐼 = 𝐺! 𝑉 + 𝐺! 𝑉 !

(1)
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Where G1 and G2 are respectively the linear and non-linear conductance.
Figure 5 (a) and figure 5 (b) show the variation of the linear and quadratic terms as a function of
compressive force. As compression of the ink is increased, both the linear and quadratic conductance
increase, however above ~1 N the quadratic conductance begins to fall while the linear component
continually rises. Similar non-linear behaviour has also been reported for bulk composites comprising
graphite nanosheets and carbon fibres and such behaviour could not be explained by a single conduction
mechanism.26,27 On the basis of prior studies, the most likely explanation for the non-linear I-V behaviour
of the ink may arise from some form of field-assisted quantum tunnelling mechanism.27 The observed I-V
behaviour suggests a transition from conduction dominated by complex non-linear conduction
mechanism(s) at low compression to more ohmic behaviour at higher compression.

Figure 5. Behaviour of the (a) linear and (b) quadratic conductance terms of the I-V characteristic curves
with increasing applied force. Error bars representing the current measurement errors are smaller than the
data points.
Various forms of internal field emission exist and their magnitude depends on the strength of the
applied electric field across tunnelling barriers.28,29 These different forms of field assisted tunnelling are
shown schematically in figure 6 (a) and figure 6 (b).27 In the low electric field limit, where the bias across
a tunnel barrier is less than the barrier height, charge may flow by direct tunnelling or indirectly via field
ionization of impurity states. These are highlighted as (1) and (2) in figure 6 (a). Direct tunnelling is an
electrode emission process whereby electrons tunnel from one electrode to the other. In the case of the ink
the electrodes are semi-conductor coated nanorods and the insulator is ink residues coated on the
nanorods, the less conductive near-spherical particles, or perhaps also air gaps. Field ionization of
impurity states is a bulk emission process, involving the tunnelling of electrons from the conduction band
of the insulator through to an electrode. It also occurs at higher electric fields. In the high field limit, seen
schematically in figure 6 (b), charge transport across the barrier occurs through intra-impurity tunnelling
(3), Zener tunnelling (4), electron (5) and hole (6) injection and the aforementioned impurity field
ionization. Processes (3) and (4) are bulk emission mechanisms where charge tunnels between impurity
states and from the valence to the conduction band of the insulator, respectively. Processes (5) and (6) are
analogous to a special form of tunnelling, termed Fowler Nordheim (F-N) field emission.28 F-N field
emission describes the emission of charge through exact or rounded triangular potential barriers at metalvacuum interfaces and occurs at very high electric fields.
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Figure 6. Potential energy diagrams of a metal-insulator-metal junction in the low electric field (a) and
high electric field (b) limits. The solid lines labeled VB and CB are the valence and conduction bands of
the insulator, respectively, while dashed lines represent impurity states within the forbidden gap of the
insulator. The numbered arrows indicate internal field emission processes within the junction: (1) direct
(2) field ionization of impurity state (3) intra-impurity (4) zener (5) electron injection and (6) hole
injection tunnelling.
He and Tjong (2011 and 2012) describe how internal field emission between isolated clusters of
conductive filler particles can be responsible for conduction through a carbon nanofibre/high density
polyethylene composite system.27,30 The total conductivity σ then comprises two contributions; a linear
conductivity σ0 and an internal field emission conductivity σIFE and the current density J(E) can be
represented thus:
𝐽 𝐸 = 𝜎! 𝐸 + 𝐴𝐸 ! 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝐵 𝐸

(2)

Where E is the applied electric field, A is a function of the tunnelling frequency, B is a measure of the
energy barrier and n is an integer that lies between 1 and 3, which depends upon the details of the
tunnelling mechanism. The parameter n is equal to 2 in the special case of Fowler-Nordheim (F-N)
Tunnelling.27,31 Figure 7 shows an example of the ink data fitted with this model. The additional
exponential field emission term will be most important in the low electric field regime. At high electric
fields, equation 2. approximates equation 1. A graphical test of fit using normalized residuals, a measure
of the difference between model and observed data, was deemed to be more appropriate than the
employment of correlation coefficients or a Chi squared test.32 A comparison of the normalized residuals
in figure 8 from fits of equation 1 and equation 2 to the I-V data reveals that, while still not the complete
picture, equation 2 from He and Tjong is a far better fit. In particular, the low field region, circa 1 V in
Figure 8, is fitted very well by equation 2, with the residuals very close to zero and in between +/- 2. In
comparison, the residuals plot for the RRN model equation 1 show a lot of bias, extending to -10 in the
low field region.
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Figure 7. Fitting of equation 2 to experimental data. The red line is the fit, the underlying black squares
are the data. Error bars are smaller than the data points.

Figure 8. A plot of normalized residuals from fits of random resistor network model equation 1, shown by
blue solid circles, and field emission equation 2, shown by red open squares. Dashed green lines at +/- 2
are included as a guide to the eye of the area residuals must lie in for a model fit to be accepted.
Figure 9 (a) and figure 9 (b) show the variation of the linear conductivity σ0 and the pre-factor A as a
function of compressive force (linear scale), while figure 9 (c) and figure 9 (d) show the same variation of
linear conductivity and the pre-factor A as a function of compressive force but with a logarithmic scale,
respectively. The linear conductivity in figure 9 (a) increases with increasing compression (linear scale),
while the declining rate of increase suggests that the linear conductivity is tending towards a maximum
value, related to the total number of possible ohmic connections between filler particles/clusters in the
composite ink. In figure 9 (b), the parameter A rises with compressive force between 0.1 and 1 N before
stalling at ~1 N and falling back to zero. Figure 9 (c) shows there is a dramatic increase in the linear
contribution to conductivity which coincides with a dramatic decrease in the non-linear contribution
shown in figure 9 (d).
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Figure 9. The behaviour of (a) the linear conductivity σ0 and (b) the function of tunnelling frequency A
with applied compressive force (linear scale) from fitting equation 2 to the data. (c) and (d) show the
behaviour of linear conductivity and parameter A with compressive force with a logarithmic scale.
This suggests highly sensitive non-linear conduction mechanisms in the low force regime which are
lost at high compression, where conductivity is largely ohmic. Unlike the other fitted parameters, the
energy barrier parameter, B, had a large associated error, often larger than the calculated value. These
large errors are likely to signify the presence of a distribution of energy barriers, which may be attributed
to local structural variations that are observed in the printed ink. The exponent n fluctuated between a
value of 1.5 and 2 for inks at all compressions, which may suggest the presence of F-N like tunnelling. To
check for F-N tunnelling in the inks, F-N plots, a graph of ln(I/V2) against 1/V, of high and low
compression I-V cycles are presented in figure 10. F-N plots indicate the presence of F-N tunnelling with
a straight, negative gradient line.33 As figure 10 demonstrates, however, the F-N plots exhibit a positive
gradient and non-linear characteristic.
Similar F-N plots have been observed in studies of EuO spin filter tunnel barriers.34 In this work, a
turnover from direct tunnelling to F-N tunnelling was observed at high electric fields. This behaviour
would normally suggests F-N tunnelling does not account for the tunnelling conduction in the ink,
however one must consider that the I-V curves apply for the bulk material, whereas F-N tunnelling theory
was created for describing field emission between parallel electrodes and for single sharp electrodes in
vacuum, and so may not be wholly indicative of the presence of F-N mechanisms. The F-N theory also
does not account for the combination of internal field emission with the ohmic, percolative conduction
mechanisms present in the ink, which would also likely affect exponent n. That said, we cannot yet rule
out other forms of internal field emission, as described earlier and depicted in figure 6., from contributing
to the tunneling conduction in the ink, due in part to the inks complexity.
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Figure 10. Fowler-Nordheim plots of I-V data from low (red square data points) and high (blue circular
data points) compression ink samples.
The behaviour of the parameters σ0, B and A all indicate that as increasing pressure compresses the ink,
the acicular particles move closer together, reducing tunnelling barrier widths which allows greater and
more efficient tunnelling current. Contributions to the tunnelling current may include various forms of
internal field emission such as direct tunnelling and field ionization of impurity states in the low field
limit, and intra-impurity and Zener tunnelling in the high field limit. Ohmic contacts between the acicular
particles also form, resulting in an increase of linear ohmic conduction. At ~1 N, further formation of
ohmic contacts between acicular particles due to a significant diminution in the size of the
aforementioned voids reduces the contribution to conduction from quantum tunnelling mechanisms to
such a great extent that linear ohmic connections dominate the conduction. Comparison with figure 3
shows that the different dependencies on force below and above 1 N mirror the change in the sensitivity
of the resistance to pressure in the vicinity of 1 N. The structural detail shown in figure 2 together with
these factors support the model proposed at the start of this section that the response is determined by
carbon-ink contact at < ~0.01 – 0.1 N force and ink compression above this force.
The observed hysteresis in the I-V data suggests that, at low compressions, a higher degree of field
assisted quantum tunnelling conduction processes, as compared to linear ohmic percolative conduction,
leads to charge becoming trapped at “dangling ends”35 in the field assisted percolative network. This
trapped charge forms potential barriers which act to impede some of the available conduction paths. As
noted earlier this effect has been observed in a QTC™ nickel-silicone composite.23 In this composite
internal field emission from the nanoscale features on the surfaces of the nickel particles gives rise to
much larger charge trapping. The resulting I-V characteristics are highly non-linear with the resistance
falling initially but then becoming very large as trapped charge pinches off the conduction paths. On
reversing the voltage sweep large changes in resistance occur as the elastic matrix allows the internal
structure of the composite to relax to minimize the total energy. The ink is a much more rigid composite
and there will be little internal distortion of the structure due to the trapped charge so that the resistance
remains high after the voltage sweep. At higher compressions ohmic conduction through the percolation
network dominates, affecting a considerable drop in electrical resistance. The dramatic rise in
conductivity results in a 102 increase of the current through the ink for a given voltage, which can lead to
some joule heating. The ink therefore warms with increasing voltage. As shown in an independent study
the ink displays a negative temperature coefficient of resistance, so that the heating results to a slightly
lower resistance, which accounts for the reversal of hysteresis behaviour.36
The development of conduction by compression induced percolation alongside quantum mechanical
tunnelling between particles separated by varying distances has been discussed for model systems of
spherical particles.11 Crossover between these two mechanisms has been characterized by the ratio of the
particle diameter to a characteristic tunnelling length. Tunnelling lengths have been deduced for
composites containing nanospheres, nanofibres, graphite nanosheets and graphene using model systems
comprising uniform ellipsoids with different axial ratios.37 Values obtained for fibres range from 0.1 to 30
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nm. This provides support for the hypothesis that the conduction behaviour of the compressed ink arises
from differences in the relative importance of percolative and tunnelling conduction processes. However,
direct comparison with the theoretical studies is not possible as the ink which forms the basis of this study
has a more complex structure, containing particles of disparate sizes and geometries and thus the
occurrence of field assisted tunnelling needs to be taken into account.
4. Conclusions
In summary, a functional ink has been developed that is composed of a combination of semi-conductive
acicular and approximately spherical electrically insulating nanoscale particles and displays a very high
and reproducible touch pressure sensitivity of its electrical behaviour. These components form a complex
structure responsible for the inks’ electrical functionality. The specific materials used are not crucial in
this regard, only that there is a combination of semi-conductive and insulating particles in an insulating
polymer ink, used as a binder and to enable the employment of conventional screen printing technology to
create devices. The non-linear I-V characteristics, the small degree of hysteretic electrical behaviour and
electron microscopy of the ink surface, which reveals some aggregation of the acicular particles, provide
a basis for identifying the likely conduction mechanisms that underlie the touch pressure response.
Initially the response of the test structure is determined by changes in the contact between the ink surface
and the upper carbon electrode, however once full contact is established the subsequent further reduction
in resistance will result from changes in the ink layer as described above. At low compression field
assisted tunnelling processes are important and at higher compression direct ohmic connections dominate.
The development of this ink presents a unique opportunity for force and position sensing in touchpad
technologies.
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